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Guide to Good Food is designed to give you information about food and nutrition you can use every day. This practical text focuses on the latest advice on diet and physical activity to help you make healthful food and fitness choices. Guidelines for choosing appliances, setting up a food budget, and buying and storing foods will help you make consumer decisions. Tips on using space, time, and energy will help you manage your resources while working in the kitchen. Information on basic cooking methods will give you the background needed to prepare a wide range of foods.

Throughout the text, you will find health, business etiquette, safety, consumer, and environmental tips. Question-and-answer sidelights address common food myths and concerns. Descriptions of food industry careers from the Dictionary of Occupational Titles are listed at the beginning of each chapter. Case studies illustrating the need for and use of skills in the workplace appear at the end of every chapter. Guide to Good Food also includes several chapters on foods from around the world. These features are intended to show you food is more than just something to eat. Food is at the heart of scientific research. It provides a source of income for millions of people. It is also a part of people’s cultural identity.

You will find Guide to Good Food easy to read and understand. Hundreds of colorful photos will help you picture the many foods and techniques that are discussed. Numerous recipes will give you the chance to practice food preparation methods covered in the book. Terms are listed at the beginning of each chapter to help acquaint you with vocabulary related to text material. Learning objectives will allow you to key in on important points as you read. Review questions at the end of each chapter will help you assess your understanding of what you read. Learning activities are suggested to give you a chance to further explore topics of interest. Technology applications help you build new skills. All these resources are intended to enhance your experience as you study the interesting and vital topics of food and nutrition.
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Chapter Objectives

After studying this chapter, you will be able to

- Identify various small kitchen utensils and discuss their functions.
- Explain how to select and care for cooking and baking utensils.
- Demonstrate the use of various pieces of small kitchen equipment, cookware, and bakeware.

Terms to Know

- Whisk
- Stockinette
- Serrated blade
- Tang
- French knife
- Colander
- Pitting
- Porcelain enamel
- Nonstick finish
- Saucepan
- Pot
- Double boiler
- Pressure saucepan
- Springform pan
- Casserole
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The Good Food Guide is an annual guidebook to the best restaurants in the United Kingdom which has been published since 1951. It has been published by Waitrose since August 2013. It was previously published by Which?books. The Good Food Guide was first published in 1951 by Raymond Postgate, an enthusiastic gourmand, who was appalled by the standard of contemporary catering. He recruited an army of volunteers to clandestinely visit and assess restaurants on the basis that, “You can corrupt one man. You The Foods of the World section explores the culture and cuisine of over 30 countries. Students can complete and submit review questions digitally, enhancing instructor’s assessment of students’ comprehension and reducing paper waste. Products & Prices 6-12 Education. After Largen became ill, Bence continued to keep Guide to Good Food current while also teaching students in various settings. © The Goodheart-Willcox Co., Inc. | Privacy | Terms. 800.323.0440.